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ABSTRACT
In distributed modeling, a group of developers are elaborating some specification in a work-sharing manner. Such specifications and partial models are constructed according to a divide-and-conquer principle. Maintaining the consistency of the evolving sub specifications, generally called documents, is the main meta problem of distributed modeling. The volume of literature on consistency maintenance is vast, especially in the fields of classical software engineering. In this contribution, it is shown how consistent document configurations can be represented by hypergraph and graph grammars. Such models can serve as formal requirements definitions for various kinds of integration tools and consistency management systems. The approach presented here is not at all restricted to software engineering. As our team is busy in a long-term research project on software support for distributed modeling in chemical engineering, the running example of this contribution is taken from this engineering discipline.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Graphs are not only of mathematical interest by themselves, but they also serve as intuitive modeling means in almost every practical application domain. For example, Petri nets [19][20] and Chen diagrams [4] have been such fundamental break-throughs in their times that many nowadays’ graph-based modeling approaches like dynamic task nets [13][30] or UML [9] are still related to them. Other examples of modeling graphs are algorithm flow diagrams, module interconnection diagrams [17], functional decomposition diagrams [6], and so on.

Speaking about modeling, it is important to remember that this can be a really industrial activity with very large documents to be constructed and many people involved. To overcome the complexity, the modeling task is usually shared among the developers who are elaborating different—yet complementary—sub specifications. Step by step, a complex document configuration evolves. Keeping this configuration in a consistent state is a crucial pre-condition of project success. At release time, all relevant sub parts of the specification must properly fit together.

On the other hand, model graphs can be viewed as 'sentences' of special kinds of grammars that have been called 'web grammars' in ancient times and that are now called graph grammars. The principle of polydimensional producing and transforming graphs by graph grammars and graph transformation systems is similar to the production of sentences by non-context-free Chomsky grammars [5] and term rewriting systems [2]. Since the first known report on graph grammars [21], a large volume of literature has been published on that subject. Latest state-of-the-art compilations are [24][25] while tutorial introductions can be found for example, in [1][7]. All of them provide sufficiently expressive lists of survey and specific references.

In distributed modeling, a configuration of mostly graphically denoted specification documents is evolving by the time. Graph grammars and graph transformation systems, on the other hand, describe the evolution of graphs in a formally sound manner. Therefore, it is no surprise that there can be found various approaches to the support of consistent distributed modeling by graph grammatical means and methods. See for example [3][12][14]. As a similar topic one can find graph grammatical schema transformation for consistent database management [14][27].

In [28] the authors describe how to split large graph grammar specification into adequate modules, and they introduce a new module concept to the graph programming language PROGRES which is still a monolithic language in the latest release [29]. This is interesting; because it is the module concept of a specification formalism that makes distributed modeling possible and applicable. Thus: the inconsistency problem—that I claim to be solvable by the means of graph grammars—is now in a strong position to 'strike back' onto this approach. As this problem is closely related to the view update problem of databases, the authors suggest database techniques like active constraints as compensation. My suggestion is not to apply distributed graph grammars for the purpose of solving inconsistency problems emerging from distributed modeling.

The advanced approach of [8] is conceptually similar to the method described in this contribution. There, separate graphic views of a system are maintained by a graph transformation system upon a common reference model. Moreover, a hierarchy of even more abstract meta views is possible. Particularly the graph typing facility of that approach is, however, not very advanced. It could be enforced by an inheritance hierarchy of vertex classes and arc classes as presented later in this paper.

As described in [16], there has been a decade of increasing experience in how to construct consistency maintenance tools employing Pratt's ideas of coupling grammars to each other [22] such that the coupled grammars characterize the space of all legal configurations constituting a whole problem description. In the early beginning, consistency maintaining tools have only been programmed ad hoc. Later one has found that tool specification considerably improved the subsequent tool implementation. But then it was the specifications to be rather ad hoc and not yet as methodically sound as it could have been. The ongoing research of the author is to find a more concise way of pre-specifying consistency maintenance software tools.

Janning has published a specification approach based on static graph schemas [15] that, however, does not employ any graph transformational means. A dynamic specification approach with so called triple graph grammars is known from Lefering [16]. In fact, his 'triple' grammars are more or less pair grammars, while his transformation approach (i) strongly sticks to the language PROGRES—that possibly vanishes some day—and (ii) is restricted to graph productions that may not destroy any vertex.

A sound combination of both the static and dynamic approaches in order to simplify the design of such integrative specifications, as explained by [11] in detail, is the topic of this paper. The new specification method shall be supported by a meta specification tool of which the implementation has already begun. In the following sections it is shown by a toy-size cheminoengineering example how a graph grammar specification of sub model integration dependencies can be developed. The coherence of the grammar coupling definitions will be checked relative to a inter-submodel correspondence schema that serves as static pre-specification of the consistency maintenance problem.

As our group is busy in a long-term research project on software support for distributed modeling in chemical engineering [26], the running example of this paper is taken from that engineering discipline. (One can find several commercial design tools for particular chemino-modeling tasks, but their cooperation and distribution facilities are still quite insufficient.)

2 MOTIVATION BY A SIMPLE EXAMPLE

In Fig.1 one can see a sketch of a bubble tank. Some liquid is pouring into and out of the tank. Bubbles of vapor are pumped into the tank and leave the tank through another valve. Heat radiation is warming up the liquid from outside. The liquid and the vapor bubbles are connected to (and separated of) each other by a thin film.

![Figure 1: bubble tank](image)

Let's further assume that this bubble tank shall be computer-simulated in order to explore its operational properties. For this final purpose (out of scope of this paper), a rough ER-like specification of the bubble tank is constructed at first. This is done in a distributed manner as introduced above. In Fig.2 the structural essentials of the bubble tank are represented by an attributed ER-like graph. This structure graph has the following meaning: The devises liquid and vapor are the main entity nodes. The relation between them is the connection. All rectangular nodes with rounded corners represent the devices by which the devices comminicate with their neighbourhod. The composition cell represents the bubble tank as a whole with all its components.

1 Fig. given by the Dept. of Proc. Eng., RWTH Aachen.
Another view of the bubble tank is described by the sub model graph in Fig.3, the material graph. This data structure is a cut-out of a (big) sub specification of what’s going on with the chemical substances in the bubble tank. The chemo-engineers speak of four single phases containing a mixture of several chemical components that are involved in two homogeneous reactions:

![Diagram of a material graph](image)

### 3 GRAPH SCHEMAS, GRAPH GRAMMARS

With graph schemas one can describe the gestalt of legal sub model graphs to be constructed. Thus, a graph schema can be interpreted as the type of a set of graphs. As graphs are constructed by graph grammars and as the rules of graph grammars are built of graphs themselves, a graph schema does also matter for the graph grammar constructing the graphs described by their common schema.

In the approach presented here, a graph schema is mainly a lattice over disjoint sets of vertex labels and arc labels. The lattice order $\preceq$ represents property inheritance, also called as a "relation" in a less rigorous way of (object-oriented) speaking. Lattice schemas offer the possibility of multiple inheritance modeling and they are, nevertheless, syntactically sound. Moreover, it is fair easy to discover redundancy of inheritance in lattices. The lattice structure is enriched with labeling functions defining the source vertex labels and the destination vertex labels of the arc labels:

**Definition: Graph Schema**

Let $\Sigma = \{ A, T \} \cup S$ with $S \neq \emptyset$ a set of symbols, also called classes. A quadruple $\Theta := (\Sigma, \leq, src, dst)$ is called graph schema over $\Sigma$, if:

- The partial order $\leq$ of $\Sigma \times \Sigma$ defines a lattice with $A$ and $T$ as bottom and top elements.
- $\Theta(\Sigma) := \{ (e \in \Sigma) | \exists r \in S : e \succ r \}$ is the set of final classes of $\Theta$, and $\Theta(S) := \Sigma \setminus \Theta(\Sigma) \setminus \{ A, T \}$ is the set of super classes of $\Theta$.
- $\Theta(\Sigma) = \Theta(S), \Theta$ is a set of vertex labels, $\Delta$ a set of arc labels, and $\forall e \in \Theta, \forall v \in \Delta$, $\forall r \in \Theta: (e \preceq \sigma, \Delta \preceq \sigma) \Rightarrow (e = r)$.
- $\Delta = \Delta \cup \Theta(S)$ and $\forall e \in \Delta \cup \Theta(S)$ are functions that map arc labels to source vertex labels and destination vertex labels, where $\Theta(S) = \Theta(\Sigma) = \{ a \leq \sigma, a \in \Delta \}$.

### 4 CORRESPONDENCES

Please remember that consistency relations have been stated between the sub model graph of Fig.2 and Fig.3 in Fig.4. Now the question arises, if those dependences can be represented employing the according graph schemas and graph grammars. The answer is "yes". But for this purpose, a graph schema and a graph grammar for the other involved sub model must be given, too. They are depicted in Fig.5 and Fig.6 below.

Again, it is possible to show that the graph grammar in Fig.9 is proper with respect to the graph schema given in Fig.7 describing chemical components in a very abstract fashion. The rules $p_0$ and $p_1$ allow the creation of Phase System nodes and Chemical nodes. Rule $p_2$ allows to plug both types of nodes together by the edge "--" as stated by the source and destination functions of the graph schema. Rule $p_3$ is, again, a useful lazy dummy.

So far, a graph schema and a graph grammar for each type of sub model graphs to be integrated have been constructed. In the following, a correspondence schema and a correspondence grammar describing the legal configurations of consistently related sub model graphs are constructed. Such correspondence specifications are

---

3 Fig. given by the Dept. of Proc. Eng., RWTH Aachen

4 In general, the same method may be applied to configurations with more that two involved sub specifications as well.
Please do not mix up these schema correspondences with the consistency relations (shown in Fig.4) of their instance graphs.

Definition: Correspondence Schema
Let $\Sigma_1, \ldots, \Sigma_n$ be graph schemas with alphabets $\Sigma_1, \ldots, \Sigma_n$ and lattice orders $\Sigma_1, \ldots, \Sigma_n$. A set $\mathcal{C}$ is a correspondence schema of size $n$ over $\Sigma_1, \ldots, \Sigma_n$, if $\epsilon = \mathcal{C} \subseteq \Sigma_1 \times \ldots \times \Sigma_n$ and $\epsilon \subseteq \Sigma_1 \times \ldots \times \Sigma_n$ are sets of positive and negative correspondence axioms, and $\{\epsilon_1, \ldots, \epsilon_n\} \in \mathcal{C}$. $\mathcal{C}$ is a correspondence schema if and only if $\epsilon_1 \subseteq \epsilon_2 \subseteq \ldots \epsilon_n$ are consistency rules, one obtains a particular correspondence definition from the general correspondence framework.

Coherent to the following principle, the following construction of the rules from Fig.6 and Fig.8 are defined: $\alpha_0 = (q_0, p_0)$, $\alpha_1 = (q_1, p_1)$, $\alpha_2 = (q_2, p_2)$, $\alpha_3 = (q_3, p_3)$, $\alpha_4 = (q_4, p_4)$, $\alpha_5 = (q_5, p_5)$. The corresponding modeling decisions are based on "insight". They are made by an expert person who is familiar with the possible inconsistency problems of the examined application domain.

Based on these relations it is possible to define the coupled graph grammar of Fig.10 obeying to the correspondence schema shown in Fig.9. Please note that the coupled graph grammar cannot be automatically derived from the correspondence schema, but the correspondence schema is important for reasoning about the adequacy of the coupled grammar.

5 SUMMARY

Difficult engineering tasks, for example the construction of a chemical device model, require a careful specifying to avoid as many construction errors as possible. Such models are usually distributed into several sub models representing different views of the whole problem for clarity reasons. But with this complexity reduction by distributed modeling a meta problem arises, namely: how to keep the sub models coherent to each other in a consistent total configuration.

In this contribution I have shown an example of a new way of specifying sub model integration by a syntactic combination of graph schema and graph grammar coupling. A more elaborated theory of this approach can be found in [11]. The main idea of the method presented here is to test the coherence of a (sub model) graph grammar relative to a given (sub model) graph schema as well as the coherence of correspondence graph grammar relative to a correspondence schema representing the consistency relations between the sub models of a whole model configuration. The main steps, amongst others, of this method towards an integrative specification are the following:

- Explicit exploits for a sufficient understanding of the problem domain. • Construct a graph schema for each sub view of the domain. • Discover integration relations between all involved sub models. • Construct a schema correspondence for these integration relations. • Construct schema-consistent graph grammars for each sub domain. • Construct a coupled graph grammar according to the schema correspondence.

Graph models of practical relevance are considerably
bigger than the intuitive examples given in this contribu-
tion. Therefore, computer support seems necessary for
the construction and maintenance of consistent in-
tegration specifications of realistic size. These integra-
tion specifications serve as basis for the implementa-
tion of interactive consistency control tools that are to be
used by the application experts, in our example: the
chemo-engineer.

Different specifications and implementations of such
consistency control tools are already reported in the lit-
erature on databases and software engineering. But the
specification—if any!—of those integrative tools is still
difficult and tedious. Therefore, a meta tool called 'cor-
respondence editor' that shall support the specifier of
consistency control tools is currently being implemented
by our research group. The main tasks of this meta tool,
amongst other analyses, shall be the following:

- Check, if a graph schema is syntactically correct and
  lattice-shaped.
- Check, if a graph grammar is coherent relative to a
graph schema.
- Compute a list of legal couplings from given schema correspondence.
- Check, if a correspondence grammar is coherent relative to the
  computed list.

In the title of my contribution I have asked the ques-
tion why chemo-engineers should be interested in graph
grammars. Now, at the end of the paper, it should be
obvious that graph grammars can serve as a pow-
erful means to describe the integration problems the
engineer is confronted to, and thus pre-specify the in-
tegration tools to cope with those problems. As there
already are approaches to automatically derive integra-
tion tools out of graph grammar specifications [14] we
may hope to meet some more useful integration tools
on that way some day. Of course, the running exam-
ple from chemical engineering can be replaced by any
other example of ER-like distributed modeling. How-
ever, software support for chemical engineering is a fair
novel research field to be examined by our group.

To avoid misunderstandings I have to stress that the in-
tegration method presented in this contribution is suf-
ficient only for the solution of str uct ur al incon-
sistency problems. Without incorporated knowledge
of chemistry, the integration system cannot prevent the
engineers from producing undesired chemicals by unde-
avored reactions. But supposed that the engineers are
experts of their subject, a structural consistency main-
tenance tool shall be able to increase the efficiency of
their modeling part of work.

One of several interesting open questions is: if an appro-
riate correspondence grammar can automatically—or
at least semi-automatically—be derived if the single
graph grammars, the single graph schemas, and the cor-
respondence schema are given.
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